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Abstract
We can infer moral conclusions from nonmoral evidence using a three-step proce-
dure. First, we distinguish the processes generating belief so that their reliability in 
generating true belief is statistically predictable. Second, we assess the processes’ 
reliability, perhaps by observing how frequently they generate true nonmoral belief 
or logically inconsistent beliefs. Third, we adjust our credence in moral propositions 
in light of the truth ratios of the processes generating beliefs in them. This inferen-
tial route is noncircular, and progress along it is driven fundamentally by induction.

1 Introduction

There is a reliable route from nonmoral evidence to moral conclusions. Progress 
through its three stages relies fundamentally on inductive inference.1First, we divide 
up the psychological processes generating belief so that their reliability in generat-
ing true belief is statistically predictable. Second, we measure their reliability – the 
proportion of true beliefs they generate. Third, we infer probabilities of truth for 
moral propositions from the reliability of the processes generating belief in them. 
The three parts of this paper map out the three stages of the reliable route. This first 
section explains basic concepts that will guide us along the way.

The reliability of a process is measured by its truth ratio – the proportion of true 
beliefs it generates. Truth ratios range from 0 (none true) to 1 (all true).2 Reliable 
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1 Singer (2005), Greene (2008, 2014), and de Lazari-Radek and Singer’s (2012) arguments for conse-
quentialism raise the issue. Tersman (2008), Bruni et al (2014), Kahane (2016), and Rini (2016) share 
Selim Berker’s (2009) objection: “either attempts to derive normative implications from these neuro-
scientific results rely on a shoddy inference, or they appeal to substantive normative intuitions (usually 
about what sorts of features are or are not morally relevant) that render the neuroscientific results irrel-
evant to the overall argument” (294).
2 Truth ratios might be hypothetical frequencies, as Hájek (2011) critically discusses.
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processes like visual perception generate high proportions of true belief and have 
high truth ratios; unreliable processes like wishful thinking generate low proportions 
of true belief and have low truth ratios. While reliabilist theories of knowledge and 
justification invoke these processes, the reliable route requires no commitment to 
reliabilism or any other distinctive account of knowledge or justification. Any epis-
temological theory supporting induction will support it.

Individating processes so that their truth ratios are statistically predictable per-
mits truth-ratio induction, in which the truth ratios of some beliefs inductively sug-
gest truth ratios for other beliefs generated by the same process. The three stages of 
the reliable route are steps in implementing truth-ratio induction. First, we individu-
ate processes so that their truth ratios can be inductively projected from observed 
cases to unobserved cases. Second, we determine the processes’ truth ratios by 
observing them under various conditions. Third, we calculate probabilities of truth 
from the processes’ truth ratios. In the first two stages, we follow empirical evidence 
to propositions of the form “Process P, which generates belief in moral proposition 
M, has truth ratio T”. In the third, we adjust credence in M as T suggests.3

The truth-values of moral beliefs can’t be assumed when determining the truth 
ratios with which they’re generated, or the reliable route would be circular. Fortu-
nately, there are at least two ways to assess truth ratios without such assumptions. 
First, the truth ratio of a process can be inductively inferred from the truth ratios of 
nonmoral beliefs it generates. Second, contradictory moral beliefs push processes 
generating them towards unreliability, regardless of which belief is true. These 
methods require only nonmoral assumptions. With the processes’ reliability deter-
mined, truth-ratio induction provides probabilities of truth for moral beliefs they 
generate. Induction thus carries us across the inferential gap between nonmoral is 
and moral ought noted by David Hume (1740/2000).4

We need not assume that moral terms have definitions in nonmoral terms, or that 
moral properties are physical, causal, empirically observable, or otherwise natural.5 
If true, such assumptions might provide helpful shortcuts to the moral truth. For 
example, if “good” can be defined in terms of empirically observable natural things, 
clarifying and applying the definitions might reveal what is good. GE Moore (1903) 
warns that such definitional shortcuts lead nowhere, as proper definitions leave sub-
stantive moral questions wide open. If definitions of moral terms contradict some 
widely accepted moral theories, many people misunderstand definitions in their own 

3 As Walter Sinnott-Armstrong (2008b) describes, the idea is to inductively “apply information about the 
reliability of general classes to particular beliefs within those classes” (100). This general insight can be 
preserved even granting Demaree-Cotton’s (2016) criticisms of the framing intuitions he invokes. This 
paper grounds truth-ratio induction in contemporary theories of process-individuation, giving it a general 
form that encompasses a wider variety of empirical discoveries, and showing how it might lead to con-
clusions from error theory to specific realist theories as the empirical data suggest.
4 Prior (1960) and Karmo (1988) present valid deductive inferences from is to ought. These raise issues 
about the is-ought gap discussed by Pigden (1989), Schurz (1997), Guevara (2008), Russell (2010), 
Brown (2014, 2015), and Singer (2015). Huemer (2005) notes that these inference schema don’t provide 
substantive moral knowledge. The reliable route does.
5 Railton (1989), Brink (1989).
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languages, about which they should be highly reliable. Definitional shortcuts there-
fore won’t be used here, though their advocates are encouraged to follow Frank Jack-
son (1998) in exploring whether they offer more direct paths to the moral truth.

The reliable route isn’t widely known, but its underlying philosophical assump-
tions are widely shared. Inferential progress from nonmoral evidence to moral con-
clusions is driven fundamentally by inductive inferences validated by all standard 
epistemological theories, as Sect. 1.3 explains. Truth-ratio induction gains power if 
moral and nonmoral belief are generated by unified processes with unified reliabil-
ity, and as Sect. 2.2 explains, standard cognitivist metaethical theories are developed 
with care to preserve this unity.6 The reliable route proceeds from nonmoral evi-
dence to moral truth on solid ground – the common ground of our best theories.

There are reliable routes to nonmoral truths as well. The first two stages can take 
us to the more general proposition “Process P, which generates belief B, has truth 
ratio T”. B might concern nonmoral normativity, or something altogether non-nor-
mative. The nonmoral norms of law and etiquette are plausibly entailed by the struc-
ture of our social practices, making them easier to discover. It’s unclear whether 
Moore’s warning against definitional shortcuts applies to normative truths concern-
ing prudential or epistemic value, so perhaps they too can be discovered more easily. 
Discovering the moral truth may be harder. This paper seeks it in the same spirit that 
Kennedy sent the astronauts to the moon: “not because it is easy, but because it is 
hard”.

1.1  Identify Processes that Support Truth‑Ratio Induction

How should process types be individuated? This is the generality problem bedevil-
ing reliabilism.7 Instances of belief-formation fall under many process types with 
different truth ratios. Suppose Rene sees that Elisabeth sent him a letter. Is his belief 
that he has a letter generated by visual perception, a reliable process with a high 
truth ratio? Or is it generated by visual-perception-of-letters-or-wishful-thinking, an 
unreliable process with a low truth ratio?

This section offers tools for individuating processes so that their truth ratios will 
be statistically predictable, making it possible to use truth-ratio induction. Sec-
tion  1.2 argues that differences in belief-content don’t block truth-ratio induction 
from the nonmoral to the moral. Section 1.3 shows that internalist opponents of reli-
abilism can use truth-ratio induction just as reliabilists can.

Reliabilists suggest many potential ways of individuating processes.8Two recent 
innovations are especially helpful in ensuring that processes will have the statisti-
cally predictable truth ratios needed for truth-ratio induction. James Beebe (2004) 

6 The reliable route may presuppose that moral judgments are beliefs. Other mental states including 
desire and emotion might not require evidential support or be true or false. Questions about how to infer 
moral truths from nonmoral evidence will then presuppose some form of cognitivism, accepted by natu-
ralistic realists like Railton (1989), non-naturalists like Enoch (2011), constructivists like Street (2010), 
and error theorists like Mackie (1977). Noncognitivists like Stevenson (1937) differ.
7 Conee and Feldman (1998). Joyce (2006) and Kahane (2016) address moral epistemology.
8 Goldman (1986), Sosa (1991), Heller (1995), Becker (2008), Lepock (2009).
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and Samuel Kampa’s (2018) statistical solution to the generality problem lets pro-
cesses support truth-ratio induction as natural kinds do. Jack Lyons’ (2019) algo-
rithm & parameters theory predicts truth ratios for beliefs formed under a range of 
different conditions.

Beebe and Kampa’s statistical solution treats process types as the broadest unified 
causal structures with statistically predictable truth ratios.9 Their emphasis on causal 
structure treats process types like natural kinds.10 Because instances of a natural kind 
share causal structure, observing some instances inductively supports predictions 
about other instances.11 Samples of gold share causal structure at the atomic level, 
explaining their melting points. So seeing some samples melt at 1064 °C inductively 
suggests that other samples melt at 1064 °C. Instances of visual perception similarly 
share causal structure, so observing a high truth ratio for some instances inductively 
suggests a high truth ratio for others. Causal structure is an especially useful crite-
rion when the truth ratios of processes are unknown. This may often happen with 
processes generating many moral beliefs, whose truth-values can’t be assumed with-
out circularity. Empirically investigating how these processes generate beliefs allows 
us to classify them under a process type sharing their causal structure.

Natural kinds support induction, and correctly individuated processes sup-
port truth-ratio induction. Since process types are for predicting which beliefs are 
true, the best theory of processes for present purposes is the one that best predicts 
which beliefs are true. Trial and error in using truth-ratio induction will aid progress 
towards this theory, as accounts of natural kinds are confirmed by supporting suc-
cessful inductive inferences and disconfirmed by supporting unsuccessful ones. This 
sort of second-order induction – observing whether a first-order inductive system 
generates correct predictions – generally helps to distinguish natural kinds (under-
stood here as whatever inductively projectible predicates refer to). As WVO Quine 
(1969) writes, “We newly establish the projectibility of some predicate, to our satis-
faction, by successfully trying to project it. In induction nothing succeeds like suc-
cess” (129).12

The truth ratio of visual perception varies. It’s unreliable in darkness and blind-
ing light, and with small or distant objects. Truth-ratio induction from its successes 
shouldn’t suggest that it’s reliable in darkness, and truth-ratio induction from dark-
ness shouldn’t suggest that it always fails. Lyons’ algorithm & parameters theory 

12 Following Goodman (1965).

9 “Unified causal structures” and “statistically predictable truth ratios” are informal terms for the proper-
ties the statistical solution uses to individuate processes. Causal structures are individuated by the com-
putational problem solved and the algorithmic structure used, two levels of computational neuroscientist 
David Marr’s (1982) influential tri-level hypothesis. Beebe excludes Marr’s third level, physical imple-
mentation, so processes will be multiply realizable. Dutant and Olsson (2013) object that Beebe’s sta-
tistical relevance criterion generates spurious processes with only true belief or only false belief. Kampa 
addresses this by emphasizing unified causal structure, which the spurious processes lack. He lets exter-
nal factors individuate computational processes but not algorithmic processes, following Dawson (2013). 
I invoke the statistical solution because it metaphysically explains how truth-ratio induction works.
10 Alston (1995) suggests that process types are natural kinds.
11 Quine (1969).
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helps avoid these bad inductive inferences. Parameters such as brightness, object 
size, and distance are inputs to visual perception, which has a belief as its output. 
Algorithms describe how the parameters generate the belief, and can be realized by 
the causal structures invoked by the statistical solution. Visual perception has param-
eters including the brightness of the light and the distance of the object. Both dark-
ness and blinding light can make viewers form beliefs that correspond poorly with 
reality, rendering visual perception unreliable under these conditions. Only between 
these extremes is visual perception reliable. Extrapolating with these parameters lets 
us predict processes’ future reliability. Suppose visual perception of frogs at 20 m is 
reliable in daylight, but not in moonlight. Will it be reliable on a moonless night, or 
in total darkness? No, because more darkness doesn’t improve reliability.

The algorithm & parameters theory suggests understanding statistical predictabil-
ity in terms of a single function modeling a processes’ truth ratio, with each param-
eter in the algorithm being a variable in the function. If the algorithm for visual per-
ception treats brightness, distance, object size, and attentional focus as parameters 
explaining belief-generation, the function modeling its truth ratio will include each 
of these parameters.13 Where one function best models truth ratios, there is one pro-
cess. Where many functions do, there are many processes. Visual perception can be 
described as typically or generally reliable because typical parameter settings make 
it reliable, even if it’s unreliable under atypical settings.

Both the statistical solution and the algorithm & parameters theory explain why 
wishful-thinking-or-visual-perception-of-letters isn’t a genuine process type. Visual 
perception and wishful thinking differ greatly in causal structure. Different functions 
with different parameters model their truth-ratios, with one function having a bright-
ness parameter and the other perhaps having a desire-strength parameter. The pro-
cesses are therefore different.

1.2  Truth‑Ratio Induction Invokes Parameters, not Content

If a process reliably generates true nonmoral belief, that’s inductive evidence that 
it reliably generates true moral belief.14This section explains why these inductive 
inferences are valid despite differences in the contents of the beliefs. First I’ll illus-
trate how truth-ratio induction across different contents helps in avoiding error and 
making scientific discoveries. Then I’ll explain why parameters explain reliabil-
ity rather than content, which differs between moral and nonmoral propositions. 
Invoking parameters generates better predictions, and helps the reliable route avoid 
circularity.

To see how truth-ratio induction across different contents helps us avoid error, 
consider Ed, who knows that wishful thinking leads him mostly to false beliefs about 

13 Lyons treats processes as having specified parameter values rather than variable values. His approach 
makes visual perception a group of processes like visual-perception-in-direct-sunlight-at-19-m. Present 
purposes permit externalism about parameter values.
14 Berker (2009) expresses misgivings about such inferences.
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topics including sports, investing, and love. Ed has paid to have his head cryogeni-
cally frozen after death, expecting an advanced future society to reanimate him and 
extend his life. His friends tell him that this is just wishful thinking. Ed accepts this 
and says, “I know wishful thinking is unreliable about other things, but it’s never led 
me wrong about cryogenically freezing my head! So there’s no evidence that wish-
ful thinking is unreliable about that”. If truth-ratio induction didn’t work across dif-
ferent contents, Ed would be right to distinguish his belief from others with different 
contents. But he’s clearly wrong.

To see how truth-ratio induction across different contents leads us to scientific 
discovery, consider this objection to Galileo’s use of the telescope to discover 
Jupiter’s moons: “The telescope’s reliability in detecting distant terrestrial objects 
doesn’t entail or even suggest reliability in detecting distant celestial objects. The 
terrestrial and the celestial are very different domains, and reliability in one doesn’t 
suggest reliability in another”. If this objection had been generally accepted, Gali-
leo’s breakthrough would’ve come to nothing.

As astronomy after Galileo shows, processes observed to be reliable should be 
trusted with new contents even before their reliability with these contents is inde-
pendently verified. Spacecraft and other technologies to verify telescopes’ reliabil-
ity about celestial matters wouldn’t be developed for centuries. But even in 1676, 
accepting Galileo’s findings and the telescope’s reliability produced the first good 
estimates of the speed of light. Using a telescope to observe an eclipse of Jupiter’s 
moon Io, Ole Rømer measured the speed of light as 214,000 km/s.15 This remained 
the most accurate measurement for a century, coming within 30% of the actual 
speed of light. Rømer’s discovery required assuming the telescope’s reliability about 
Jupiter’s moons before independent verification was available, even while widely 
trusted processes such as scriptural exegesis contradicted it. Independent verification 
is of course valuable, and should raise credence that a process is reliable in the new 
domain. But requiring independent verification before admitting evidence about new 
domains would nullify the evidential value of scientific breakthroughs.

Individuating processes independently of content gets the right answers about Ed 
and Galileo. Wishful thinking causes beliefs about many topics by the same desire-
driven causal mechanism, with dismal reliability. So Ed’s wishful thinking about 
cryogenic freezing belongs to an unreliable process type. Telescopes employ the 
same optical causal mechanism in both terrestrial and celestial applications, with 
high reliability. So celestial telescope use belongs to a process type with unified 
causal structure and a high truth ratio. Truth-ratio induction tells us that Ed’s belief 
is probably false, while Galileo’s belief is probably true.

One might try to address these cases by permitting truth-ratio induction only 
between appropriate content (or subject matter) types. The aim would be to per-
mit truth-ratio induction from the unreliability of wishful thinking and the reliability 
of the telescope, while blocking other inferences. But the appropriate content-types 
are hopelessly disunified. Addressing Ed’s case requires grouping together sports, 
investing, love, and cryogenic freezing. Addressing Galileo’s case requires grouping 

15 Rømer (1677).
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together terrestrial things like ships, lighthouses, and clouds with celestial things 
like moons and planets. These diverse collections of things don’t fit into well-unified 
kinds. As Bob Beddor (2014) notes, individuating these content-kinds throws us 
back into the generality problem.

While telescopes aren’t reliable about nearby things, this isn’t best explained by 
listing all the nearby things that could figure in the content, and treating telescopes 
as unreliable in generating beliefs with content about the floor, bees, Galileo’s beard, 
and so on. This explanation lacks unity and generality, and violates simplicity with 
its endless list of contents. The better explanation is that telescopes are reliable 
about faraway things and not nearby things. This explains why telescopes are reli-
able about Jupiter’s moons, as well as farther things like Neptune and nebulae which 
weren’t contents of belief in Galileo’s time.

Invoking parameters rather than content generates better predictions about reli-
ability. Visual perception is usually unreliable about the presence of bacteria, as 
they are very small. So one might take visual perception to be unreliable in gen-
erating beliefs with content involving bacteria. But a better explanation of unreli-
ability invokes the low value of the size parameter, providing a unified explanation 
of our unreliability in seeing bacteria, viruses, and molecules. Invoking the low 
value of the size parameter supports extrapolation, explaining why visual percep-
tion is unreliable about smaller things like atoms. The size parameter also explains 
why visual perception is more reliable about the unusually large bacterium thio-
margarita namibiensis, which can be 0.75 mm if its internal gas bubble is fully 
inflated. Content doesn’t explain this, since visual perception isn’t usually reliable 
about bacteria.

Leading reliabilist approaches to the generality problem don’t give content any 
fundamental role in distinguishing processes. Lyons notes that cognitive science 
generally explains belief-formation using broad parameters and not specific subject 
matters or contents, so that “differences of mere content don’t ipso facto make for 
differences of process” (487).16 When a process has different reliability with differ-
ent contents, “it’s general parameters, rather than particular contents, that are doing 
the work” (489, also 472–473).

To avoid circularity, the reliable route must begin from nonmoral premises. Start-
ing from empirical observations of how parameter values affect reliability avoids cir-
cularity. This is true even if parameters and content happen to be identical, and are 
therefore perfectly correlated. “That’s water, and water is water, so that’s water” is 
circular. “That’s  H2O, and  H2O is identical to water, so that’s water” is noncircular.

1.3  Everyone Can Use Truth‑Ratio Induction, not Just Reliabilists

While reliabilists did foundational work in developing the reliable route, it requires 
no commitment to reliabilism. Opponents of reliabilism can use it too.

16 Goldman (2000) notes that “our ordinary thought about process types slices them broadly” (612–613). 
Becker (2007) agrees.
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Despite rejecting reliabilism, Earl Conee (2013) makes room for truth-ratio 
induction within his own internalist framework. He explains how:

each justified reliability proposition asserts that the corresponding believed 
proposition has a certain contingent property that is shared mostly by truths. 
Having justification for those propositions that place the target beliefs in con-
tingent classes that contain mostly truths gives the believers routine inductive 
reasons to think that the target beliefs are true. (761)

These “routine inductive reasons” justify truth-ratio induction. Conee and other 
epistemic internalists can happily employ truth-ratio induction, once given evidence 
about reliability. Knowing that a process generates a sufficiently high proportion of 
false belief allows inductive inference that other beliefs it generates are unlikely to 
be true. Truth-ratio induction is just induction applied to processes. All plausible 
epistemological theories permit induction. Processes individuated for statistical pre-
dictability therefore support truth-ratio induction.

Conee and other epistemic internalists are right to make room for truth-ratio 
induction. Doing so lets them draw the right conclusions about Ed and Galileo. 
Truth-ratio induction extends the general unreliability of wishful thinking to Ed’s 
belief about freezing his head, and extends the general reliability of the telescope to 
Galileo’s astronomical discoveries. Internalism would face devastating objections 
if it couldn’t support induction, and reliability is just another thing to which induc-
tion applies. As Juan Comesaña (2006), Michael Bishop (2010), and Jeffrey Tolly 
(2017) explain, the generality problem is a practical problem that must be solved 
for us to make the inductive inferences that we must be permitted on any epistemo-
logical view.

The reliable route bypasses issues about the fundamental nature of justification 
and knowledge where epistemic internalists and externalists disagree. Epistemol-
ogists dramatize these issues with cases of people mistaken about the reliability 
of their belief-forming processes, including Lawrence Bonjour’s clairvoyant Nor-
man (1980), and the victims of Stewart Cohen’s New Evil Demon (1984). We 
need not judge these epistemic unfortunates, or accept any theory about whether 
their false beliefs are justified. Instead, we should avoid their unfortunate condi-
tion by scientifically discovering which of our belief-forming processes are reli-
able.17 This will require knowing more about the causal structure of the mind and 
the truth-values of our nonmoral beliefs. Scientific progress in many disciplines 
will generate this knowledge. By harnessing this scientific progress, we can make 
moral progress.

17 Invoking reliability allows more direct connections to truth than invoking justification as Sinnott-Arm-
strong does (2008a; 2008b). Truth ratios are probabilistic evidence about the truth of the beliefs a pro-
cess generates. Examining them additionally confers justification, as changing one’s beliefs on the basis 
of such probabilistic evidence is justified.
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2  Assess the Truth Ratios of the Processes Generating Moral Belief

The second step is to assess the truth ratios of the processes generating moral belief. 
We must do so without normative ethical assumptions.18 Otherwise we’d merely 
travel in a circle from ought to ought. You were promised a more exciting journey.

I’ll suggest two noncircular methods for assessing truth ratios. First, if a pro-
cess generates both moral and nonmoral beliefs, truth-ratio induction lets us induc-
tively project the truth ratio of the nonmoral beliefs onto the process as a whole. 
Section 2.1 discusses this method, and Sect. 2.2 explains why standard cognitivist 
theories suggest that moral and nonmoral beliefs are generated with the psychologi-
cal and epistemological unity it requires. Second, if a process generates inconsistent 
beliefs, at least one belief in each inconsistent set must be false, pushing the process 
towards unreliability.19 Section 2.3 discusses this method.

My examples of how to implement these two methods include psychological 
claims about the processes generating our beliefs. Those who reject these psycho-
logical claims can still accept the in-principle possibility of using the methods. The 
main purpose of the psychological claims is to illustrate the form of the methods, 
rather than to defend distinctive psychological or ethical theses.

There may be additional methods for assessing reliability without normative ethi-
cal assumptions. For example, evolutionary debunking arguments might establish 
the unreliability of some processes, as evolutionary considerations favor fitness-
enhancing processes over reliable ones.20 The more ways there are to assess reli-
ability without moral assumptions, the more we discover at the conclusion of the 
reliable route.

2.1  Use Truth‑Ratio Induction from Nonmoral Beliefs

If a process generates both nonmoral and moral beliefs, and our observations pro-
vide a truth ratio only for nonmoral beliefs, truth-ratio induction suggests that this is 
the truth ratio of the process as a whole.

Truth-ratio induction from the nonmoral to the moral won’t work if different pro-
cesses generate moral and nonmoral beliefs.21 For example, sensory processes gen-
erating beliefs about concreta might generate none about abstracta. Non-naturalists 
who regard moral properties as abstract may then argue that the reliability of sensa-
tion in generating nonmoral belief doesn’t apply to moral belief. This non-naturalist 

20 Street (2006), Joyce (2001). Joyce (2006) addresses the issue in terms of reliability.
21 This would make truth-ratio induction an illegitimate conflation of distinct natural kinds. Kahane 
(2016) describes conflations.

18 O’Neill (2015) argues that processes are unreliable if they generate moral belief in ways that “are 
inconsistent with plausible general features of moral facts”, arguing for example that the associative ten-
dencies explaining what disgusts us don’t track moral disvalue (1074). Rini (2016) argues that all extant 
attempts at selectively debunking moral judgments depend on such assumptions. The reliable route 
avoids such assumptions.
19 The first and second stages of the reliable route may in practice overlap, as empirical evidence about 
belief-formation is integrated into theories of processes and their reliability.
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argument against the reliability of sensation in generating true moral belief is valid, 
though it requires the controversial premise that moral properties are abstract.

Truth-ratio induction still applies to non-naturalist epistemology, as demonstrated 
by non-naturalists who argue that since rational intuition is reliable about mathe-
matical and modal abstracta, it’s reliable about moral abstracta. These “companions 
in guilt” arguments have the structure of truth-ratio induction from reliably caused 
mathematical and modal beliefs to moral beliefs.22 As this example shows, and as 
the next section explains in detail, applying truth-ratio induction to moral belief 
requires no special ontological assumptions about moral properties.

Which processes might generate both moral and nonmoral belief, and allow us to 
use truth-ratio induction from the nonmoral to the moral? Here are two examples, 
one unreliable and the other reliable. While the psychological hypotheses invoked 
in both examples require further empirical defense, they at least serve to illustrate 
how processes generating moral belief can be assessed on the basis of the nonmoral 
beliefs they generate.

Intuitive reasoning with large magnitudes is unreliable, and seems to affect moral 
beliefs about large amounts of harm. Cognitive scientists call this error “compres-
sion”. Resnick et al (2017) write, “people possess compressed representations of the 
relatively larger, unfamiliar magnitudes. Compression refers to the observed pattern 
of overestimation of relatively smaller magnitudes and underestimation of relatively 
larger magnitudes” (1022). Experimental subjects often put one million halfway 
between one thousand and one billion on number lines, rather than very close to 
one thousand. They make accordingly erroneous estimates of proportional relations 
involving large numbers.23 It’s a wry adage of political budgeting that all numbers 
ending in “illion” sound the same to voters.24 Human quantitative reasoning inaccu-
rately compresses millions, billions, and trillions into poorly distinguished “illions” 
rather than recognizing vast differences between them.

Moral judgments about large amounts of harm display similar features. Des-
vouges et al. (2010) asked three different groups of participants how much they’d 
pay to save large numbers of seabirds from dying in an oil spill. Those asked about 
saving 2000 seabirds offered a median sum of $80. Those asked about saving 20,000 
seabirds offered $78. Those asked about saving 200,000 seabirds offered $88. Just as 
people often don’t distinguish large magnitudes in nonmoral cases, they often don’t 
distinguish the moral weights of large magnitudes of bad events. Cognitive scientists 
call this phenomenon “scope insensitivity”.25 Since compression and scope insen-
sitivity both involve nonresponsiveness to increasing magnitudes, a single process 
with a size-of-number parameter explains their unreliability with unity and sim-
plicity. Large numbers make this process unreliable in the nonmoral case of com-
pression. Truth-ratio induction then suggests the same in the moral case of scope 
insensitivity.

22 Mackie (1977) anticipates such arguments, which Huemer (2005) delivers.
23 Dehaene (1997), Siegler and Opfer (2003).
24 Miller (1978).
25 Chang and Pham (2018), Fetherstonhaugh (1997), Slovic (2010).
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For a case where high reliability in generating nonmoral belief suggests high reli-
ability in generating moral belief, consider phenomenal introspection, which gener-
ates beliefs about what one’s conscious experience is like. As I write my paper on 
my computer while listening to music, phenomenal introspection generates belief 
that I’m having color-experiences of varying brightness, and sound-experiences of 
varying volumes. While other forms of introspection are less reliable, phenomenal 
introspection is widely agreed to be highly reliable.26

Some ethicists hold that phenomenal introspection generates belief that pleasure 
is good. Shelly Kagan (1998) claims that “The value of pleasure and the disvalue of 
pain seem virtually self-evident to anyone experiencing them” (30). Then the same 
process telling us that color-experiences have brightness and sound-experiences have 
volume will also tell us that pleasure-experiences have goodness and displeasure-
experiences have badness.27 Phenomenal introspection can access all these experi-
ences and their intrinsic features. If belief in pleasure’s goodness indeed comes from 
phenomenal introspection, induction suggests that it’s reliably generated.

The reliability of rational intuition, assessing large magnitudes, and phenomenal 
introspection can be inductively projected from observed cases to unobserved cases. 
Their reliability with moral belief should be equal to their reliability with similarly 
generated nonmoral belief. It’s conceivable that induction fails here because hidden 
parameters or process distinctions line up with the moral/nonmoral content distinc-
tion.28 But if you bet against induction because its failures are conceivable, you’ll 
lose more than you win.

2.2  The Unity of Psychology and Epistemology Across the Moral and Nonmoral

Truth-ratio induction from the nonmoral to the moral requires two assumptions. The 
first is psychological: the processes generating moral belief also generate nonmoral 
belief. The second is epistemological: the processes’ reliability in moral cases is 
statistically predictable from nonmoral cases. As I’ll explain, cognitivist metaethi-
cal theories are typically built to support these assumptions. Non-naturalists, con-
structivists, error theorists, and naturalistic realists all accept that the same processes 
generate beliefs with both moral and nonmoral content, with nonmoral reliability 
predicting moral reliability. This helps them avoid the implausibility of giving moral 
belief-formation an unprecedented and sui generis psychological and epistemologi-
cal status.

26 Brentano (1969). Even Schwitzgebel (2008), a rare skeptic about phenomenal introspection, concedes 
its reliability in cases like severe pain. Feest (2014) further supports its reliability. As Wu (2018) dis-
cusses, introspection is essential to neural research on consciousness.
27 Shaver (2004), Rawlette (2014), Broi (2022).
28 Gray and Wegner (2010) argue that a process of agent-detection correctly identifies human agents and 
creates untestable (presumably false) belief in divine agents. If processes differ similarly with nonmoral 
and moral belief, truth-ratio induction leads us astray. But getting Ed and Galileo’s cases right requires 
getting the agent-detection case wrong. Epistemically limited beings like ourselves must live and die by 
induction.
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Non-naturalists regard moral properties as abstract and non-natural, and invoke 
processes also generating nonmoral belief to explain beliefs about them. Robert 
Audi (2013) invokes perception, suggesting that its reliability in generating true 
beliefs about natural properties generalizes to the non-natural moral properties 
supervening on them. Michael Huemer (2005) invokes rational intuition, suggest-
ing that its reliability in generating true beliefs about non-natural mathematical 
and modal properties generalizes to similarly non-natural moral properties. Audi 
and Huemer identify processes reliably generating true nonmoral beliefs, and 
take this to suggest reliability in producing true moral beliefs.

Constructivists regard moral properties as metaphysically constituted by 
our evaluative attitudes and their objects, much as deliciousness is constructed 
from our tastes and favorite foods, and as beauty is in the proverbial eye of the 
beholder. David Hume (1740/2000) claims that we can identify moral properties 
this way: “virtue is distinguished by the pleasure, and vice by the pain, that any 
action, sentiment or character gives us by the mere view and contemplation”. He 
suggests that in tracking our attitudes, these feelings are reliable about morality, 
as they are about other attitude-dependent value: “The case is the same as in our 
judgments concerning all kinds of beauty, and tastes, and sensations. Our appro-
bation is implyed in the immediate pleasure they convey to us” (3.1.2).

Error theorists claim that there are no moral properties, rendering all moral 
belief false. They often support their view by invoking unreliable processes gen-
erating all moral belief. John Mackie (1977) invokes a socially inculcated form 
of “the tendency to read our feelings into their objects. If a fungus, say, fills 
us with disgust, we may be inclined to ascribe to the fungus itself a non-natu-
ral quality of foulness” (98). Mackie can use truth-ratio induction to argue that 
the same process generating this nonmoral error will also generate moral error. 
Friedrich Nietzsche (1889/1968) claims that “there are altogether no moral facts. 
Moral judgments agree with religious ones in believing in realities which are no 
realities”. He describes unreliable social and psychological processes explaining 
moral and religious errors at once.

Naturalistic realists regard moral properties as natural properties. They think 
reliable empirical methods can reveal which natural properties they are. The Cor-
nell Realists invoke forms of inference to the best explanation used by natural and 
social scientists. David Brink (1989) argues that the injustice of apartheid can be 
discovered by inference to the best explanation of social phenomena like protest and 
regime instability. Many processes are reliable about natural properties, and natu-
ralistic realists can search among them for processes that generate moral beliefs. 
Phenomenal introspection may be such a process, as the final section of this paper 
considers.

Advocates of all these metaethical theories have good reasons to psychologically 
and epistemologically unify moral and nonmoral belief-formation. Explaining moral 
belief-formation in terms of processes not attested elsewhere invites psychological 
objections that the human mind simply doesn’t have those processes. Anyone claim-
ing that ESP, radar, or clairvoyance generates some of our beliefs will face objec-
tions that the human mind doesn’t do these things. Invoking processes known to 
generate nonmoral belief avoids these objections.
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Similarly, extending processes’ truth ratios from nonmoral to moral cases avoids 
conflict with observations of the processes’ reliability. Ed fails to achieve such con-
sistency in defending wishful thinking as reliable about cryogenic freezing, as do 
those who deny the reliability of the telescope regarding space. Plausible meta-
ethical theories suggest that the same processes generate both moral and nonmoral 
belief with broadly unified reliability, supporting truth-ratio induction from the non-
moral to the moral.

2.3  Find Jointly Inconsistent Moral Beliefs, Which Reduce Reliability

If a process generates jointly inconsistent combinations of moral beliefs, it must 
generate some false beliefs, pushing its truth ratio towards unreliability.29

A process generating a belief that genocide is impermissible and a belief that 
genocide is permissible generates at least one false belief, as these beliefs are incon-
sistent. This reduces the upper bound on its truth ratio. It raises the lower bound 
on its truth ratio as well, since at least one belief must be true. But the net effect 
is to push the process towards unreliability. In the extreme case where a process 
generates equal numbers of beliefs in two inconsistent propositions, one true and 
one false, it’s no better than the paradigmatically unreliable process of having one’s 
beliefs determined by the flip of a coin.

Many processes generate inconsistent beliefs interpersonally. Wishful thinking 
often leads fans of rival sports teams to inconsistent beliefs about who will win. 
Narcissistic self-regard may lead many people to each believe that they are the sole 
deserving recipients of an award. Any process causing belief in different religions 
generates true belief in at most one religion, and false beliefs in all others. This sug-
gests the unreliability of wishful thinking, narcissistic self-regard, and any process 
responsible for most religious belief. Since at least one party to any disagreement 
must be in error, processes generating widespread disagreement must generate wide-
spread error.

There seems to be a great deal of interpersonally inconsistent moral belief, his-
torically and cross-culturally. The example of moral disagreement about genocide 
wasn’t idly chosen. Belief that genocide is permissible or even obligatory is histori-
cally prevalent from the Old Testament to colonial empires to recent ethnic nation-
alists.30 The anti-genocide consensus of today’s educated people starkly disagrees 
with many previous cultures. There is great trans-historical moral disagreement on 
issues including slavery, gender norms, punishment, sexual behavior, the treatment 
of animals, and obligations to aid those who suffer.31 When investigating the general 

29 Sinnott-Armstrong’s (2008a) example of someone whose judgments about whether a man is short or 
tall differ depending on context illustrates the principle. Inconsistencies between framing intuitions sug-
gest arguments with this structure. Doris and Plakias (2008a; 2008b) and Leiter (2008) provide support 
for similarly structured arguments from disagreement.
30 Jones (2011) provides a comprehensive historical survey. Van Wees (2010) is also helpful.
31 While arguments from disagreement have received considerable discussion – see Mackie (1977), Hue-
mer (2005), and Enoch (2009) – few except Stewart (2005) and Horn (2017) note this chain of reasoning 
from disagreement to error to unreliability.
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reliability of human belief-forming processes, beliefs across all human cultures for 
all of human history must be assessed.

Some moral disagreements result merely from fundamental moral agreement 
combined with nonmoral disagreement. For example, those who share a moral the-
ory might disagree about whether a medical treatment is morally required, if they 
disagree about whether it is safe. Errors within such moral disagreements reduce the 
reliability of processes generating nonmoral beliefs, not moral beliefs.

In other cases, false nonmoral beliefs may result from false moral beliefs. Non-
moral beliefs about the mental incapacity of women, ethnic minorities, and lower 
social classes often arise not as innocent scientific mistakes, but to rationalize a 
sense that these groups are morally inferior and don’t deserve equal treatment.32 
Nonmoral beliefs favoring genocide may similarly rationalize ethnic hatred. These 
false nonmoral beliefs provide no defense for the reliability of the processes generat-
ing the moral beliefs.

If widespread inconsistency renders a process unreliable, truth-ratio induction 
suggests abandoning beliefs it generates where inconsistency is absent, since they’re 
also likely to be mistaken. If a process responsible for inconsistent religious belief 
has caused me to believe something so distinctive that only my religion explicitly 
addresses it, I should abandon the belief. Even if Hinduism never explicitly denies 
the virgin birth of Christ, truth-ratio induction tells Christians to abandon this doc-
trine if it’s generated by the same process as many Hindu beliefs that they reject. If a 
unified process generates all religious belief, and great disagreement on a number of 
topics renders it unreliable, agreed-upon religious beliefs such as belief in an after-
life are undermined as well. Christians might therefore deny that their beliefs issue 
from the same process as Hindus. Doing so would reflect their realization that if 
inconsistency demonstrates that a unified process is unreliable, this unreliability will 
carry over to narrow areas where the process doesn’t generate inconsistency.33

Better understanding the psychological processes generating inconsistent beliefs 
will help in drawing conclusions about reliability. The causal mechanisms gener-
ating moral belief are vigorously debated by philosophers and psychologists. We 
should expect similarly vigorous empirical debate about how these causal mecha-
nisms should be grouped into processes assessable for reliability. If widespread disa-
greement about sexual morality results from differences in which sexual practices 
disgust people, is the unreliable process disgust about sexual practices, disgust in 
general, or emotion as a whole?34Careful empirical research and reasoning is needed 
to individuate processes and identify their parameters.

32 Hoffman and Hurst (1990), Greenwald and Banaji (1995).
33 These arguments are independent of Elga (2007) and Christensen’s (2007) conciliationism about peer 
disagreement, and compatible with Kelly’s (2005) steadfast view. Disagreement with one peer about one 
proposition doesn’t significantly reduce process reliability because it entails only one false belief, and 
those who disagree can be demoted from peerhood as Vavova (2014) describes. As Decker and Groll 
(2013) argue, peer disagreement doesn’t motivate moral skepticism. Stewart (2005) helpfully describes 
how widespread disagreement about many propositions can entail enough error to undermine reliability.
34 Kelly (2011) argues that disgust causes such belief. May (2014) replies.
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While more nonmoral information may be needed, using inconsistency to assess 
the reliability of processes generating moral belief doesn’t require moral assump-
tions. It requires only the psychological assumption that people have inconsistent 
moral beliefs caused through the same process. Knowing that one of two inconsist-
ent beliefs is false doesn’t require knowing which is false. Either way, inconsistency 
entails error, pushing processes towards unreliability.

3  Revising Beliefs to Discover Moral Truths

This section explains why evidence of the reliability with which moral beliefs were 
generated might suggest revising them. Section 3.1 addresses how evidence of reli-
ability interacts with prior probabilities of truth for moral propositions. Section 3.2 
illustrates how the reliable route might lead to striking moral conclusions.

Individuating the processes generating moral belief and assessing their reliability, 
as discussed in previous sections, results in propositions of this form:

Process P, which generates belief in moral proposition M, has truth ratio T.
As T is a function, it will be computed with the parameter values filled in. If T 

is higher than expected, credence in M should rise. If T is lower than expected, cre-
dence in M should fall. Even in the absence of explicit expectations regarding pro-
cess reliability, propositions of the above form can motivate revisions. Suppose one 
believes that M, discovers that the truth ratio of the process generating belief that M 
is 0.1, and has no other evidence bearing on the truth of M. Conjoining M with the 
probability suggested by its truth ratio entails:

M, and there’s an 0.1 probability that M.
One shouldn’t believe such a proposition or anything entailing it. It’s irrational, 

perhaps because it’s Moore-paradoxical or probabilistically inconsistent. If one’s 
evidence supports the probability assignment, one should give up belief that M.

David Lewis’ (1986) Principal Principle suggests the same conclusion. Accord-
ing to Lewis, one’s subjective probability in a proposition should equal its objective 
probability, if one has no other evidence bearing on its truth.35 After learning that a 
coin has a 0.5 objective probability of heads, one’s subjective probability of heads 
should be 0.5. The odds of getting particular results from coin-flips and other chancy 
events are naturally understood as objective probabilities. Processes of belief-for-
mation can be seen this way, with their truth ratios being objective probabilities of 
truth for beliefs they generate. Lewis’ Principal Principle then suggests matching 
our subjective probabilities to their objective probabilities – that is, our credences to 
their truth ratios.36

It’s hard to justify maintaining beliefs generated by unreliable processes. Even the 
epistemic conservative Roderick Chisholm (1989) allows evidence of unreliability 

35 Hájek (2011) formalizes the principle as “C(A | ch(A) = x) = x.” C represents credence. ch(A) repre-
sents the objective probability of A, with ch signifying “chance”.
36 I see sufficiently significant revisions in credence as constituting belief-revisions, following the Lock-
ean thesis of Locke (2014). See also Jackson (2018).
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to reduce credence. Otherwise he’d have to defend Ed, who maintains his belief in 
the efficacy of cryogenically freezing his head despite acknowledging that it’s wish-
ful thinking. Evidence about processes’ truth ratios is evidence of the truth of the 
beliefs generated. Moral beliefs should be revised in light of evidence of their truth, 
just like any other beliefs.

Changing credence in moral propositions on the basis of evidence concerning the 
reliability of the processes generating them is reasoning from nonmoral evidence to 
moral conclusions. This reasoning is fundamentally inductive. Hume’s gap between 
is and ought can thus be crossed on the power of induction alone.

3.1  Process Reliability and Prior Probabilities

How should discoveries about process reliability affect prior probabilities in moral 
propositions? In general, lower-than-expected reliability suggests reducing credence, 
while higher-than-expected reliability suggests raising credence. In the simplest 
cases, the scarcity of evidence for moral propositions suggests shifting prior prob-
abilities of truth for moral propositions towards the truth ratios of processes generat-
ing them. When a single process generates beliefs of different logical strength, cre-
dences in these propositions should differ as logical reasoning or complexity-related 
parameters suggest. When prior evidence includes a belief generated by a reliable 
process, and another process generates the same belief less reliably, the truth ratios 
of both processes should be aggregated to determine the correct credence.

Suppose one discovers that a process with truth ratio T generated one’s belief in 
moral proposition M. The less additional evidence one has, the closer one’s credence 
in M should go towards T. Ed’s high credence in the efficacy of cryogenically freez-
ing his head should decline towards the low truth ratio of wishful thinking, when he 
realizes that it’s the sole process generating his belief and that he has no additional 
evidence. If Galileo gives his daughter Livia the telescope to see Jupiter’s moons 
and she asks whether it’s reliable about celestial bodies, her credence that Jupiter 
has moons should rise towards whatever truth ratio Galileo’s answer suggests. These 
examples stipulate that Ed and Livia’s only putative evidence comes from a single 
process – wishful thinking or telescope use – which generated their prior probabili-
ties. When their evidence suggests a truth ratio for that process, these prior prob-
abilities should move towards it.

In similarly simple cases, evidence about how reliably moral beliefs were gener-
ated should likewise move prior probabilities towards truth ratios. It’s a widespread 
assumption in contemporary metaethics that few if any processes reliably gener-
ate moral belief, keeping things similarly simple. Moral realist Michael Huemer 
describes Hume’s “is-ought gap” (72) as preventing the many processes reliably 
generating nonmoral belief from evidentially supporting fundamental moral beliefs. 
Huemer therefore vigorously defends the reliability of moral intuition, seeing it as 
the sole source of good evidence for fundamental moral principles. Error theorists 
including Mackie correspondingly attack the reliability of moral intuition, aiming 
to undermine the entire evidential foundation for moral belief. Both sides seek to 
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demonstrate how reliably prior probabilities of truth were generated, with realists 
arguing that our case is like Livia’s and anti-realists arguing that our case is like 
Ed’s. The scarcity of evidence for moral propositions makes such evidence about 
reliability more important than in nonmoral domains where evidence is abundant. 
This paper aims to alleviate this scarcity by bringing new evidence about reliabil-
ity across the is-ought gap, so that prior probabilities of moral propositions can be 
adjusted accordingly.

When the same process generates beliefs in multiple logically related proposi-
tions, the same truth ratio can’t be applied to all of them. Suppose a 90% reliable 
process of intuition generates belief in two independent atomic propositions and 
their conjunction. Giving all three propositions credence 0.9 would be probabilisti-
cally incoherent.

There are various ways to avoid this incoherence. If all three propositions are 
separately intuited with reliability 0.9, an additional reliable process of logical rea-
soning might set things right, raising credences in the atomic propositions or reduc-
ing credence in their conjunction. The credences following logical reasoning will be 
the correct ones to have. Belief in logically stronger propositions may also be less 
reliably generated, with different parameter values reflecting greater risk of error. 
Visual perception is more reliable about the American flag having stripes than about 
its having exactly 13 stripes, as one might miscount the stripes. A parameter repre-
senting logical strength or complexity would express this difference in reliability. 
Different parameter values would allow logically related beliefs to be generated with 
different truth ratios, allowing the general rule of moving credences towards truth 
ratios to apply. Evidence from various instances of visual perception can vary in 
reliability and occasionally be inconsistent, for example when different lighting con-
ditions make something seem to have different colors. Our understanding of how to 
aggregate complicated visual evidence can guide us in aggregating similarly com-
plicated evidence from any single process generating moral belief, especially after 
discovering the parameters explaining its reliability.

If prior probabilities and new evidence come from different processes, their truth 
ratios must be aggregated to find the right credence. Here the simple rule of moving 
credences towards truth ratios no longer serves us, as there are two different truth 
ratios to move towards. Suppose I’m certain that an urn contains 99 red marbles and 
one green marble, and also that my color vision is only 90% reliable in the dimly lit 
room. If the marble I pick from the urn looks red, my credence that it’s actually red 
should be above 0.99 rather than matching the truth ratio of color perception at 0.9. 
If it looks green, my credence that it’s actually green should be below 0.9. Either 
way, it’s a mistake to shift my credence to the 0.9 truth ratio of color perception, as 
prior evidence about the marbles suggests other credences.

Discovering the truth ratio of any process generating prior evidence allows its 
aggregation with our other evidence about how reliably beliefs are generated. For 
present purposes, prior certainty of 99 marbles being red is analogous to prior cer-
tainty of the 99% reliability of the process generating prior belief in moral prop-
osition P. If a 90% reliable process also generates belief that P, one’s credence in 
P shouldn’t be 0.9 but above 0.99, as the 99% reliable process strongly confirms 
the 90% reliable process. If the 90% reliable process generates belief that not-P, 
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credence in not-P should be below 0.9, as the 99% reliable process contradicts the 
90% reliable process.

However things go, discovering that a process is unexpectedly reliable should 
raise credences it generates. One’s credence in P should rise if one discovers that 
the initial process is 99% reliable rather than 50% reliable, just as one’s belief that 
the marble is red should rise after discovering that 99 rather than 50 of the 100 mar-
bles are red. Discovering that a process is unexpectedly unreliable should likewise 
reduce credences it generates. Theories of evidence aggregation help determine the 
right credence when multiple reliable processes interact.37

I’ll conclude by describing a scenario in which evidence aggregation would be 
straightforward, and indicating the moral theory it would suggest.

3.2  Concluding Illustrative Hypothesis: from Introspection to Hedonism

If the only reliable process generating moral belief is phenomenal introspection, 
which reveals pleasure’s goodness and displeasure’s badness, the reliable route 
leads to ethical hedonism. Those unsympathetic to ethical hedonism may treat this 
hypothesis as a mere illustration of how nonmoral evidence might lead to moral con-
clusions; those more sympathetic are invited to explore whether it can be empiri-
cally confirmed.

Scientific investigation might discover phenomenal introspection to be a unified 
process reliably generating beliefs about intrinsic features of conscious experience. 
It’s reliable when the introspector isn’t impaired or distracted, and when the experi-
ences being introspected aren’t too complex. The same mathematical function would 
describe the truth ratio of phenomenal introspection in generating belief that sound-
experience has volume and belief that pleasure is good. Both would be generated 
with high reliability.

Scientific investigation might also discover a second process generating all other 
fundamental moral beliefs, in which emotional responses to things lead to moral 
beliefs about them. Anthropological investigations might reveal that this process 
systematically generates jointly inconsistent moral beliefs in individuals with dif-
ferent emotional dispositions, leading to widespread disagreement on moral issues 
including the permissibility of genocide. As every inconsistent set includes a false 
belief, enough inconsistency will render this second process unreliable.

Truth-ratio induction from the nonmoral to the moral would then suggest high 
probability that pleasure is good. With inconsistency rendering the emotional pro-
cess unreliable, truth-ratio induction would suggest low probability that any moral 
beliefs it generates are true. If no other processes generate fundamental moral 
beliefs, the reliable route leads to ethical hedonism. We cross Hume’s gap between 
is and ought, and Bentham comes out to welcome us.

The reliable route may lead to a surprising destination. Discovering which beliefs 
are generated by unreliable processes and dismissing them may lead us away from 

37 Williamson (2009), Pettigrew (2019), Bright, Dang, and Heesen (Unpublished).
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intuitive but erroneous moral theories. Then by extending demonstrably reliable pro-
cesses into new domains, as Galileo did in pointing his telescope to the starry sky 
above, we can discover the moral law within.
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